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ABSTRACT
Document-level event extraction faces numerous challenges in ac-
curately modeling real-world financial scenarios, particularly due to
the inadequacies in existing datasets regarding data scale and fine-
grained annotations. The development of datasets is a crucial factor
in driving research progress; therefore, we present a high-quality
Chinese document-level event extraction dataset, CFinDEE. This
dataset, grounded in real-world financial news, defines 22 event
types and 116 argument roles, annotating 26,483 events and 107,096
event arguments. CFinDEE aims to address these shortcomings by
providing more comprehensive annotations and data augmentation,
offering richer resources for document-level event extraction in the
financial domain. CFinDEE extends data both horizontally and ver-
tically, where horizontal expansion enriches the types of financial
events, enhancing the diversity of the dataset; vertical expansion,
by increasing the scale of the data, effectively boosts the practical
value of the dataset. Experiments conducted on multiple advanced
models have validated the high applicability and effectiveness of
the CFinDEE dataset for document-level event extraction tasks in
the financial field.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In today’s rapidly advancing information technology landscape,
event extraction (EE) has emerged as a critical task in the field of
Natural Language Processing (NLP), attracting widespread atten-
tion. This task aims to extract structured event information from
unstructured text, including event types and argument roles, to
mine valuable information from vast amounts of textual data ef-
fectively. With the rise of financial technology, the importance of
financial event extraction in the field of NLP has become increas-
ingly prominent [1]. The sharp increase in financial data has made it
an urgent need for the financial industry to extract key events from
a large volume of text efficiently using natural language processing
techniques. For financial practitioners, event extraction enables
the rapid and accurate acquisition of critical information such as
market dynamics, corporate actions, and regulatory changes. For
investors, it provides a more comprehensive market analysis and
risk assessment, assisting them in making more informed invest-
ment decisions. For regulatory bodies, it allows timely monitoring
of market anomalies and risk events, helping maintain the financial
markets’ stability and security. Therefore, research on financial
event extraction deepens the understanding of the operational pat-
terns of financial markets and corporate behavior and promotes
market transparency and efficiency, paving new pathways for aca-
demic research.

Current datasets in the financial domain focus on annotating sen-
tences such as financial headlines, yet the financial events contained
within a single sentence are often incomplete [9]. As illustrated in
Figure 1, the arguments for financial profit events annotated in the
DuEE-Fin dataset [5] are dispersed across multiple sentences. To
more comprehensively understand financial events, it is necessary
to conduct analyses that span multiple sentences. For example, a
company’s financial report may contain various information, includ-
ing performance, financial indicators, and business outlook. Only
by capturing the information from the entire document can the
completeness of financial event extraction be effectively achieved.
Therefore, document-level event extraction (DEE) has become an
important direction of development in the financial domain.
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Figure 1: Data Examples for ChFinAnn and DuEE-Fin

While some DEE datasets exist in the financial domain, they are
limited in data scale and fine-grained categorization. For example,
the ChFinAnn dataset [23] includes 32,040 financial announcements,
but the financial announcements only focus on company-specific
information, such as financials and transactions. In comparison,
financial news reports, with their content diversity and comprehen-
siveness, have a clear advantage in showcasing the actual complex-
ity of financial markets. Moreover, this dataset only annotates five
types of events, mainly focusing on equity changes, which limits its
ability to capture the full scope of the financial market. As shown
in Figure 1, ChFinAnn only marks the equity overweight event and
neglects the stock price decline event. Furthermore, although the
DuEE-Fin dataset expands the event types to 13 and annotates 8,168
news articles, it fails to cover other critical events in the financial
sector comprehensively. For instance, as depicted in Figure 1, DuEE-
Fin only marks the financial loss event while ignoring the financial
profit event, failing to reflect the completeness of financial report
information. Additionally, the smaller scale of DuEE-Fin limits its
effectiveness in comprehensively capturing financial information.
Consequently, there is an urgent need to construct a larger-scale,
finer-grained, and more comprehensive DEE dataset to facilitate the
development of research and practice in Chinese document-level
event extraction within the financial domain.

In the paper, we present CFinDEE, a large-scale, human-annotated
Chinese financial DEE dataset.CFinDEE aims to address the short-
comings of existing datasets and meet the need for more profound
and more comprehensive financial event information, providing
a more comprehensive and challenging research resource for the
financial DEE task. The CFinDEE dataset features the following
characteristics: (1) Large-scale manual annotation: CFinDEE in-
cludes 16,372 news articles, with 26,483 events and 107,096 event
arguments annotated, significantly exceeding the scale of existing
datasets. This ensures the richness of the dataset, bringing it closer
to the real-world financial document environment. (2) Fine granular-
ity: CFinDEE defines 22 types of financial events and 116 argument
roles, and introduces the concept of opposing events. By expand-
ing the types of events and argument roles, CFinDEE provides a
solid foundation for the differentiation and precise extraction of
various financial events, thereby enhancing the effectiveness of
financial event extraction. (3) High challenge: CFinDEE faces chal-
lenges in argument dispersion and the extraction of multiple events,
where 39.9% of the documents contain multiple events, reflecting

the complexity of financial documents in real scenarios, providing
researchers with more challenging task scenarios.

The contributions of this paper are mainly reflected in three
aspects:

• This paper constructs a large-scale dataset for DEE tasks in
the financial domain, CFinDEE. This dataset covers various
financial event types and provides a realistic and challenging
data resource for research in the financial domain.

• To comprehensively evaluate CFinDEE, this paper conducts
experiments on nine advanced DEE models. The results
demonstrate the dataset’s performance and robustness across
different models, proving its widespread applicability and
effectiveness in financial event extraction.

• By conducting comparative experimentswithmultiple datasets,
not only is CFinDEE’s challenge in multi-event extraction
tasks validated, but also its unique advantages in terms of
data scale and fine-grained classification are demonstrated.
Furthermore, the paper analyzes the extraction effects of
various event types within CFinDEE and the reasons for
performance differences.

2 RELATEDWORK
2.1 Task Introduction
The event extraction task comprises two core components: event
detection and event argument extraction. Initially, event detection
involves identifying and classifying trigger words in the text, a pro-
cess divided into two sub-tasks: trigger word detection and event
type classification [11]. Trigger word detection aims to identify
the specific words or phrases that initiate an event, while event
type classification categorizes these trigger words into predefined
event categories. Subsequently, the text is analyzed through event
argument extraction to identify arguments related to a specific
event and annotate their argument roles [22]. This stage includes
two sub-tasks: argument identification and argument role classifi-
cation. The former is responsible for extracting entities related to
the event from the text, and the latter categorizes these entities into
corresponding argument roles. The event extraction framework
is designed to precisely extract and understand significant event
information from unstructured text, meeting users’ cognitive needs
for critical financial events.

2.2 Dataset
The development of datasets is crucial for advancing research
progress. Datasets for event extraction are divided into two main
categories: sentence-level and document-level.

In the realm of sentence-level event extraction(SEE), in 2005,
the Linguistic Data Consortium released the ACE-2005 dataset [2],
which includes 8 event types and 33 subtypes involving 36 argu-
ment types. The ACE-2005 dataset compiles 599 documents from
six media types, containing 6000 events, and covers three languages:
Chinese, English, and Arabic. In 2020, Baidu Inc. released the DUEE
dataset [10] for the event extraction competition of the Language
and Intelligent Technology Contest. As the largest publicly available
sentence-level Chinese event extraction dataset, it encompasses 65
event types, 19,640 events, and approximately 17,000 data entries.
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In 2021, Zhou et al. [24] constructed a few-shot Chinese event ex-
traction dataset named FewFC, focusing on the financial domain.
This dataset is primarily sourced from internet news reports and
announcements published by listed companies, containing 10 finan-
cial event types and 19 argument types, covering 8982 sentences.
Although these datasets provide rich resources for financial event
extraction, the limited event information in sentences cannot fully
capture the contextual environment of events, highlighting the
urgent need for document-level datasets.

Recently, a series of financial domain DEE datasets have been
successfully introduced. In 2018, Yang et al. [19] constructed the
first document-level Chinese event extraction dataset in the finan-
cial field, DCFEE, using a distant supervision approach. This dataset
encompasses 2,976 financial announcements, containing only four
event types: equity freeze, equity pledge, equity repurchase, and
equity overweight. In 2019, Zheng et al. released the ChFinAnn
dataset, employing a similar distant supervision technique, focusing
on Chinese financial announcements from 2008 to 2018. It anno-
tated 32,040 documents, encompassing five types of equity-related
events: equity freeze, equity repurchase, equity underweight, equity
overweight, and equity pledge, along with 35 types of argument
roles. In 2021, Li et al. [7] utilized a distant supervision algorithm
to build a Chinese financial event extraction dataset named FEED,
drawing from 31,748 company announcements on Chinese financial
portal websites from 2008 to 2018. FEED covers the same event types
and argument roles as the ChFinAnn dataset, totaling 46,960 event
instances. In 2022, Ren et al. [14] introduced a fine-grained event
extraction dataset named IREE from an investment perspective,
comprising five major news categories and 59 types of risk events.
The same year, Han et al. released the DuEE-Fin dataset, covering
financial announcements, judicial documents, and news articles,
without releasing a test set. DuEE-Fin annotated 8,168 documents,
including 13 event types and 92 argument roles. Despite these
datasets contributing to the development of event extraction at the
financial document level, they still have limitations regarding data
scale, quality, and diversity of event types. For instance, datasets
constructed using distant supervision methods may contain more
noise and are primarily based on financial announcements, limit-
ing content diversity. Moreover, existing datasets have not fully
covered key event types within the financial domain. These limita-
tions reveal the challenges and opportunities in developing more
comprehensive and high-quality datasets in the financial field for
the future.

3 DATASET CONSTRUCTION
This paper constructs a large-scale financial DEE dataset to provide
a comprehensive and challenging data resource for event extrac-
tion from financial documents. This section details the dataset
construction process, divided into three main steps: event schema
construction, candidate data collection, and data annotation. The
overall construction process of the CFinDEE dataset is illustrated
in Figure 2.

3.1 Event Schema Construction
When constructing a dataset, clearly defining the event pattern is
first necessary. This process requires not only the identification of

Figure 2: Overall Construction Process of CFinDEE

key elements of financial events, such as companies, stocks, tim-
ing, and amounts, but also the clarification of the relationships
among these elements to ensure the dataset’s structural and seman-
tic consistency. The precise definition of event patterns provides
a framework for event information extraction and understanding,
enabling the dataset to capture event details more, thereby support-
ing complex analyses and predictions about the financial market.
Thus, defining event patterns is crucial for the dataset’s quality
and the analysis’s effectiveness. However, existing datasets pre-
dominantly focus on stock transaction events, failing to cover all
financial events comprehensively. Therefore, to enhance the practi-
cality of the dataset and fully reflect the complexity and dynamism
of the financial sector, we construct financial event patterns based
on the actual business needs of enterprises.

Based on the needs of financial enterprises and following confir-
mation with financial experts, we have categorized financial events
into six major categories: equity changes, company changes, per-
formance changes, stock market fluctuations, executive changes,
business changes, and regulatory penalties. Subsequently, we re-
fined each category to ensure that every event type defined in the
model is clear and non-overlapping. In defining the types of events,
we also introduced the concept of opposing events, aimed at cap-
turing the dynamic changes and contrary trends in the financial
domain, such as financial loss versus profit, stock price increase
versus decrease, company listing versus delisting, and market open
versus close events, among others. Ultimately, we defined 22 event
types and 116 argument roles, constructing a comprehensive and
detailed event model. This model encompasses the influential event
types in the financial sector. Table 1 displays some defined event
types and argument roles. The complete event schema is included
in Table 7 in the appendix.
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Table 1: Four Examples of Event Schema in CFinDEE

Event type Argument roles

Equity Un-
derweight

Stock Ticker, Number of Traded Shares, Price Per
Share, Transaction Amount, Transaction Com-
pletion Time, Reducing Shareholder, Proportion
of Holdings, Proportion of Total Share Capital

Equity
Freeze

Equity Holder, Legal Institution, Froze Shares,
Amount Frozen, Start Date, Unfreeze Date, Pro-
portion of Holdings, Proportion of Total Share
Capital

Financial
Profit

Company Name, Financial Reporting Cycle,
Earnings Amount, Change in Earnings

Stock Price
Increase

Stock Ticker, Growth Rate, Stock Price, Event
time

3.2 Candidate Data Collection
News serves as the primary channel for understanding financial
events, and its extensive and in-depth content more accurately re-
flects the realities of financial markets. Consequently, this paper
selects news documents as the source for data annotation. Based
on their comprehensive coverage of financial events and unique
reporting styles, we have carefully selected seven representative
financial news websites, including Sina Finance1, Flush Finance2,
China Economic Net3, Zhongtong Finance Net4, China Securities
Net5, East Money6, and Jiemian News7. These websites provide a
wide range of content, from instant news to in-depth analysis, cov-
ering domestic and international financial news, macroeconomic
policies, and individual stock information, ensuring comprehensive
coverage of different document formats and content styles. More-
over, the high reliability and frequent updates of these sites ensure
the timeliness and quality of the data, facilitating the capture of
current market trends.

To ensure the quality of the dataset, this study adopted a rigorous
data selection process. We crawled more than 40,000 pieces of data
from target websites during the period from 2020 to 2023. After
several key filtering steps, we finally selected 21,570 pieces of data
that are highly relevant to financial events: (1) Deduplication: In
the crawled data, there were instances where the same news event
was reported multiple times across different websites, necessitating
the removal of duplicate articles. (2) Format verification: Articles
that do not meet the standard format, such as those in PDF format
or the form of tables, were deleted. (3) Relevance Filtering: Utilizing
natural language processing technology for text analysis, news
unrelated to financial events, such as non-financial advertisements
and personal opinion articles, was filtered out. (4) Authenticity
Screening: Based on announcements from exchanges, we excluded
data from companies with financial fraud issues to avoid the nega-
tive impact of false data on model training. (5) Manual review: The

1https://finance.sina.com.cn/
2https://stock.10jqka.com.cn/gegugg𝑙 𝑖𝑠𝑡/𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥1 .𝑠ℎ𝑡𝑚𝑙
3http://finance.ce.cn/stock/gsgdbd/index.shtml
4https://www.zhitongcaijing.com/
5https://www.cnstock.com/
6https://www.eastmoney.com/
7https://www.jiemian.com/lists/800.html

Figure 3: An Example from CFinDEE

data’s relevance, accuracy, and authenticity were further verified
through manual review.

3.3 Data Annotation
We adopted the Doccano8 annotation tool for data annotation. Be-
fore the annotation process, we invited four experts in the finance
sector and eight experienced annotators for a discussion. Combin-
ing insights and suggestions from the experts, we established rig-
orous annotation guidelines. To ensure the quality of annotation, a
mechanism of expert review and cross-validation was implemented
to minimize annotation errors as much as possible. As shown in Fig-
ure 3, we present a specific annotation example from the CFinDEE
dataset, where the annotation process is divided into two main
stages: Event detection and event argument extraction.

3.3.1 Event Detection. In the event detection stage, the task of an-
notators is to categorize documents according to predefined event
types, constituting a multi-label classification task. Specifically,
annotators are required for each financial news document to de-
termine whether it pertains to one or multiple predefined event
categories. If it does, the corresponding event label should be as-
signed, along with the annotation of the trigger word for the event.
Conversely, if the document does not involve predefined events,
it should be classified under the "other" category. To enhance ac-
curacy, each news document is independently annotated by two
annotators. If there is a discrepancy in the classification results for
the same document between the two annotators, the document is
submitted to an expert for final adjudication.

As shown in Figure 3, the document contains three financial
events: corporate acquisition, pledge, and equity freeze. Among
these, the trigger word for the corporate acquisition event is an-
notated as "purchase," the trigger word for the pledge event as
"pledged," and the trigger word for the equity freeze event as "
frozen."

3.3.2 Event Argument Extraction. In the event argument extraction
stage, annotators label the arguments of each event according to the
argument roles defined in the event schema, which is a sequence
labeling task. Initially, documents are classified according to event
8http://doccano.herokuapp.com/
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types, and then, for each event type, the corresponding argument
roles are annotated. During the annotation process, annotators
are required to label all entities corresponding to each argument
role. Entities mentioned repeatedly are annotated only once. It is
permitted for the same entity to play different argument roles in
different events. A single annotator will independently complete
each article, and each annotator is responsible for three different
types of events. Each event type is assigned to two annotators,
and upon completion, a cross-review is conducted to ensure the
consistency and accuracy of the annotation results. If there is a
disagreement in the annotation results, the relevant data will be
submitted to an expert for final adjudication.

As illustrated in Figure 3, for corporate acquisition events, the
annotator labeled "Asia-Pacific Industry" as the acquirer, "March
2020" as the acquisition completion date, "291 million yuan" as the
transaction amount, "Lingang Yarno Chemical" as the acquiree,
and "equity" as the Acquisition Target. Similarly, in equity pledge
events, the annotator needs to label roles such as the pledger, the
company of pledged asset, the percentage of shares pledged, the
pledged asset, and the pledgee. In the case of equity freeze events,
roles such as the equity holder, the frozen shares, and the legal
institution must be annotated. Notably, the same entity, such as the
"Asi-Pacific Industry," can play different roles in different events;
for example, it acts as the acquirer in corporate acquisition events
and as the pledger in equity pledge events.

4 DATA ANALYSIS
4.1 Overall Statics
The paper constructs the CFinDEE dataset, which contains 16,372
valid documents, annotating 26,483 financial events and 107,096
arguments. Statistics show that each document contains an average
of 408 characters, with the most extended document having 3,558
characters. On average, each document records about 1.6 events and
6.6 arguments, with a single document containing up to 16 events
and 56 arguments. Among them, approximately 39.9% of the docu-
ments contain multiple events, highlighting the interconnectivity
and complexity of events in the financial domain.

CFinDEE encompasses 22 financial event types and 116 argument
roles. Figure 4 illustrates the distribution of event types in the
dataset, reflecting the diversity and imbalance of financial events in
the real world. Among them, equity repurchase, stock price increase,
and equity underweight have a higher proportion in the data, while
equity freeze, company delisting, and corporate bankruptcy events
are relatively rare. Each event type in the dataset includes more
than 300 instances, with 50% of the event types having over 1000
instances and 72.7% exceeding 800 instances. Moreover, there is
significant co-occurrence between event types such as equity freeze
and equity pledge, corporate bankruptcy and company delisting,
stock price increase, and financial profit, which is crucial for a deep
understanding of the interconnectivity of financial events. Each
event type, on average, includes 5 argument roles, with the equity
overweight event having the most argument roles, totaling 8, and
the company delisting event having the fewest, with only 3. Due
to the variation in the number of argument roles among different
event types, this presents a requirement for the model to adapt to a
complex and variable data structure.

Figure 4: Distribution of All Event Types in CFinDEE

4.2 Comparison with Existing Datasets
As shown in Table 2, this study has conducted a comparative anal-
ysis of the CFinDEE dataset with current mainstream event ex-
traction datasets. This comparison spans sentence-level datasets
(such as ACE2005 [2] and DuEE [10]) to document-level datasets
(such as MUC-4 [4], RAMS [3], DCFEE [19], ChFinAnn [23], FEED
[7] and DuEE-Fin [5]). A multi-dimensional set of metrics was
employed for evaluation, including dataset quality (Ann., trigger),
scale (Instances, Events, Args), granularity (ETs, Roles), complex-
ity (MER), and domain adaptability. The comprehensive analysis
indicates that the CFinDEE dataset exhibits significant advantages
in key performance metrics. Among these, the CFinDEE’s MER is
the highest among all datasets, highlighting the complexity of the
events covered by the dataset. In datasets with manual annotations,
CFinDEE leads significantly in the number of documents, events,
and arguments, showcasing the dataset’s extensive coverage and
the detail of its content. Among datasets in the financial domain,
CFinDEE has the most financial event types and argument roles,
underscoring the dataset’s capability to adapt to diverse financial
scenarios. Additionally, triggers were annotated to support related
sub-tasks, such as event detection.

5 EXPERIMENT
5.1 Experimental Setup
In this study, the dataset was divided into training, validation, and
test sets in an 8:1:1 ratio. As shown in Table 3, we detailed the
number of documents, events, arguments, and the MER in each
set. Furthermore, all parameter settings used in the experiments
followed the standards proposed in the original paper, with the
training cycles of all models fixed at 100 epochs and all pre-trained
language models adopting the base version to ensure consistency
and comparability of results.

5.2 Evaluation Metrics
To ensure fairness and consistency in the evaluation, this study
adopts the same evaluation criteria as Doc2EDAG, assessing the
model by comparing the predicted event tables with the ground-
truth records. Specifically, we select the ground-truth record for
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Table 2: Statistics of EE Datasets(Ann.: Whether the dataset is manually annotated, Instances: The number of sentences in SEE
and the number of documents in DEE, ETs: The number of event types, Events: The number of events, Roles: The number of
event argument types, Args: The number of arguments, MER: Multi-event rate)

Dataset Ann. trigger Type Instances ETs Events Roles Args MER Domain

ACE2005 Y Y SEE 7914 33 3333 35 6198 9.2% General
DuEE Y Y SEE 16,956 65 19,640 121 41,520 14.1% General
MUC-4 Y N DEE 1,700 4 1514 5 2641 18.9% General
RAMS Y Y DEE 9,124 139 8,823 65 21,237 0.0% General
DCFEE N N DEE 7,144 4 9,493 14 34284 24.7% Finance
ChFinAnn N N DEE 32,040 5 47,824 35 289,871 29.0% Finance
FEED N N DEE 31,748 5 46,960 35 338066 28.4% Finance
DuEE-Fin Y Y DEE 8,186 13 11,031 92 56,806 29.2% Finance
CFinDEE Y Y DEE 16,372 22 26,483 116 107,096 39.9% Finance

Table 3: Data Partitioning

Train Dev Test Total

Documents 13057 1334 1981 16372
Events 21220 2111 3152 26483
Arguments 85864 8437 12795 107096
MER 40.0% 36.5% 41.6% 39.9%

each predicted event that matches the event type and has the high-
est argument-matching degree. We then count the number of all
matched arguments to calculate the model’s precision, recall, and F1
score. Considering that event types usually involve multiple roles,
we compute micro-averaged role-level scores as the final metric for
evaluating the performance of the DEE model.

5.3 Baseline
To comprehensively evaluate our dataset and demonstrate its po-
tential in financial DEE tasks, we selected the following models as
baselines:

• DCFEE [19] employs an argument-completion strategy and
critical event detection techniques to generate document-
level event records. Thismodel includes two variants: DCFEE-
O, which generates an event record from a single key event
sentence, and DCFEE-M, which extracts multiple possible
argument combinations within the closest distance to the
vital event sentences.

• Doc2EDAG [23] is an end-to-endmodel that achieves document-
level event extraction by transforming documents into entity-
based directed acyclic graphs and filling in event tables di-
rectly using entity-based path extensions.

• Greedy-Dec [23], a variant of Doc2EDAG, adopts a greedy
decoding strategy to fill only one event table entry.

• GIT [18] implements document-level event extraction by
constructing a heterogeneous graph interaction network
and introducing a tracker module. Using a heterogeneous
graph, this model simulates interactions between sentences
and entity mentions and continuously tracks the extracted

event records with the tracker module to consider global
dependencies.

• DE-PPN [21] acquires document-aware representations through
a document-level encoder and then employs amulti-granularity
non-autoregressive decoder to extract all events in parallel.

• PTPCG [25] is a lightweight DEE model that introduces an
event argument combination strategy and combines it with
a non-autoregressive decoding algorithm based on automat-
ically selected pseudo triggers to build a pruned complete
graph.

• IPGPF [6] eliminates the dependence on the generation order
of argument roles by parallel generating event arguments
and iteratively generating event records while adopting a
pre-filling strategy to mitigate training deficiencies and zero
precision issues in a parallel generation.

• ProCNet [17] uses event proxy nodes to establish connec-
tions between entities and context for efficiently capturing
global information. It then optimizes global training by min-
imizing the Hausdorff distance, effectively capturing inter-
actions between events.

5.4 Experimental Summary and Analysis
5.4.1 Overall Analysis. Table 4 presents the experimental results
on the CFinDEE dataset across various baseline models, demonstrat-
ing satisfactory overall performance, which validates our dataset’s
high quality. Among all baseline models, ProCNet exhibits the best
performance across all evaluation metrics, attributable to its use
of event proxy nodes and a strategy to minimize the Hausdorff
distance. These strategies collectively facilitate global learning of
events. Following ProCNet, the GIT model also performs well on
most evaluation metrics, thanks primarily to its precise modeling
of global interactions and interdependencies. However, DCFEE-
M shows the weakest performance, limited by its insensitivity
to the context of event arguments, resulting in ineffective han-
dling of scattered event arguments within the dataset. In contrast,
DCFEE-O performs slightly better, suggesting that predicting multi-
ple events from key event sentences alone is ineffective. Doc2EDAG
shows nearly a 9% improvement over both DCFEE-O and Greedy-
Dec because Greedy-Dec models only entity-level representations,
whereas Doc2EDAG utilizes global information. DCFEE focuses on
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Table 4: Overall Precision (P.), Recall (R.), and F1-Score (F1)
of Baselines

Model P. R. F1 F1(S.) F1(M.)

DCFEE-O 63.0 57.4 60.0 67.8 55.3
DCFEE-M 48.8 59.8 53.7 60.2 50.1
Greedy-Dec 69.1 51.9 59.3 72.2 49.7
Doc2EDAG 76.7 62.9 69.1 74.5 65.6
DE-PPN 65.9 46.4 54.5 56.7 53.2
PTPCG 74.3 64.7 69.2 79.0 62.4
GIT 77.2 65.6 70.9 76.5 66.4
IPGPF 67.4 54.1 60.0 65.6 56.6
ProCNet 83.3 76.2 79.6 86.0 75.6

extracting events within a single sentence, whereas Doc2EDAG can
handle complex events across sentences within a document. The
DE-PPN model encodes sentences and entities using Transformer,
but compared to Doc2EDAG, which uses a path extension decoding
strategy, its F1 score decreases by 5%. IPGPF and DE-PPN employ
parallel generation strategies, yet the former’s F1 score is signif-
icantly higher than the latter’s by 5.6%, indicating that IPGPF’s
pre-filling strategy and iterative parallel generation method are
superior to traditional parallel processing approaches.

Although the experimental results indicate that the model has
achieved certain success on the CFinDEE dataset, the characteris-
tics such as dispersed arguments and multi-event extraction within
the dataset still pose significant challenges to the existing event
extraction models. The F1 score of the current best model is only
79.6%, which suggests that DEE remains a challenging task, requir-
ing future technological advancements to enhance performance
further.

5.4.2 Single-Event vs. Multi-Event. To deeply evaluate the model’s
ability to process events of varying complexities, we divided the
test set into a single-event subset (S.) and a multi-event subset (M.).
Each document involves only one event in the single-event subset,
while each contains multiple events in the multi-event subset. As
shown in Table 4, all models exhibit a significant decrease in F1
scores in multi-event scenarios compared to single-event scenarios,
confirming the increased difficulty in event extraction from multi-
event documents. Notably, the ProCNet model performs exception-
ally well in single-event and multi-event scenarios, demonstrating
its effectiveness and robustness in handling both events. The PT-
PCG model performs best in single-event scenarios, highlighting
the training and inference efficiency of its pruned complete graph
structure. The GIT model performs best in multi-event scenarios,
indicating its significant advantage in processing complex events.
Table 5 compares the extraction performance of single and multiple
events in the two datasets, DuEE-Fin and CFinDEE, under two opti-
mal models. As illustrated, the score difference between single and
multiple event extractions in CFinDEE surpasses that in DuEE-Fin
due to the higher proportion of multi-events in CFinDEE by more
than 10% compared to DuEE-Fin, further validating our dataset’s
increased challenge in multi-event extraction.

Table 5: F1 Score of Single-Event and Multi-Event on DuEE-
Fin and CFinDEE Dataset

Model DuEE-fin CFinDEE

S. M. S. M.

GIT 73.7 63.8 76.5 66.4
ProCNet 80.0 72.1 86.0 75.6

Table 6: F1 Score of Four Datasets

Model ChFinAnn DuEE-Fin CFinDEE* CFinDEE

PTPCG 79.4 66.0 62.6 69.2
ProCNet 83.0 75.6 73.5 79.6

5.4.3 Impact of Data Scale and Granularity. To evaluate the impact
of data scale and fine-grained classification on model performance,
Table 6 displays the F1 scores for two advanced models on four
financial datasets, among which CFinDEE* represents a subset se-
lected from the CFinDEE dataset to match the data scale of the
DuEE-fin dataset. The experimental results indicate that the ChFi-
nAnn dataset performs the best among all datasets, which can be
attributed to its most enormous data scale and the fewest number of
event categories. This highlights the importance of data scale and
fine-grained classification in event extraction tasks. When the data
scale is the same, the score of CFinDEE* is lower than that of DuEE-
Fin, which verifies that the fine-grained annotation in CFinDEE
increases the difficulty, thereby reducing the model’s effectiveness.
When the number of event categories remains unchanged, the
score of CFinDEE significantly surpasses that of CFinDEE*, fur-
ther emphasizing the importance of data scale in enhancing model
performance.

5.4.4 Per-Event-Type Results. We evaluated the extraction perfor-
mance of 22 financial event types in the CFinDEE dataset using the
optimal model ProCNet. As shown in Figure 5, the blue lines repre-
sent event categories shared with the DuEE-Fin dataset, while the
red lines indicate newly added event types. The results show that
the newly added event types generally exhibit better performance,
suggesting that introducing more granular event classifications
makes the relationships between events clearer, thereby effectively
enhancing the model’s understanding of complex event relation-
ships and improving overall performance. However, ProCNet’s
performance is unsatisfactory in dealing with new appointments,
corporate bankruptcy, and stock price decline. This performance
gap may be attributed to the following factors: (1) The long-tail
phenomenon: Some event types have relatively less data, espe-
cially for events like bankruptcies that are uncommon in real life,
failing to provide the model with ample learning resources. (2)
Cross-sentence arguments: Arguments are more dispersed due to
the longer document length. ProCNet has limitations in capturing
long-term dependencies between sentences and cannot directly
model the connections between them. (3) Complexity of multiple
events: The high frequency of multiple events occurring within
documents increases the complexity of model processing. These
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challenges highlight the complexity of event extraction tasks in the
financial domain and point out directions for future research and
model optimization. In the future, we need more advanced mod-
els and strategies to overcome these difficulties and improve the
model’s overall performance in handling various financial events.

Figure 5: F1-Score of 22 Event Types on ProCNet

5.4.5 Limitations Analysis. The CFinDEE dataset constructed in
this study, while showing strengths in data scale, granularity, and
multi-event rate, still has certain limitations. Firstly, the imbalanced
distribution of the dataset may lead to model overfitting on com-
mon events while neglecting rare events, thereby affecting the
overall performance and generalization ability of the model. For
event types with fewer samples, few-shot learning methods can
be adopted, with current solutions including data augmentation
[13], prompt learning [8], transfer learning [12], meta-learning [20],
generative adversarial networks [16], and sample weighting [15],
among others. Secondly, the current dataset lacks annotations for
event relationships, limiting the in-depth understanding of the in-
teractions between events in financial news. In future work, we
plan to explore the complex relationships between events and en-
hance the dataset’s completeness by adding annotations for event
relationships.

6 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
In this paper, we construct CFinDEE, a high-quality Chinese DEE
dataset based on real-world financial news, containing 26,483 events
and 107,096 theses. This dataset enhances the utility and complexity
with its larger data scale, richer event types, and higher multi-event
rate, addressing the deficiencies of existing financial DEE datasets
and providing a solid data foundation for research and development
in financial document-level event extraction tasks. It is expected
to promote the development of this field. In the future, we plan to
explore the complex event relations within CFinDEE to offer deeper
insights into financial market analysis and risk prediction, thereby
fostering innovation and progress in the financial sector.
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APPENDIX

Table 7: Event Schema in CFinDEE

Major Event Categories Event Type Argument Roles

Equity Change Equity Underweight Stock Ticker, Number of Traded Shares, Price Per Share, Transaction
Amount, Transaction Completion Time, Reducing Shareholder, Pro-
portion of Holdings, Proportion of Total Share Capital.

Equity Overweight Stock Ticker, Number of Traded Shares, Price Per Share, Transaction
Amount, Transaction Completion Time, Reducing Shareholder, Pro-
portion of Holdings, Proportion of Total Share Capital, Buyer.

Pledge Pledger, Number of Pledged Shares, Percentage of Shares Pledged,
Percentage of Pledged Shares in Total Capital, Company of Pledged
Asset, Event Time, Pledged Asset, Pledgee.

Pledge Release Pledger, Number of Pledged Shares, Percentage of Shares Pledged,
Percentage of Pledged Shares in Total Capital, Company of Pledged
Asset, Event Time, Pledged Asset, Pledgee.

Equity Repurchase Repurchasing Party, Percentage of Total Company Capital, Number of
Shares Repurchased, Price Per Share, Completion Time of Repurchase,
Transaction Amount.

Corporate Acquisition Acquirer, Acquisition Completion Date, Acquisition Target, Transac-
tion Amount, Acquiree.

Equity Freeze Equity Holder, Legal Institution, Froze Shares, Amount Frozen, Start
Date, Unfreeze Date, Proportion of Holdings, Proportion of Total Share
Capital

Company Change Company Listing Listed Company, Security Code, Event Time, Issuing Price, Fundraising
Amount, Market Value.

Company Delisting Delisted Company, Security Code, Event Time.
Corporate Bankruptcy Bankrupt Company, Scale of Debt, Bankruptcy Time, Creditors.

Performance Change Financial Profit Company Name, Financial Reporting Cycle, Earnings Amount, Change
in Earnings

Financial Loss Company Name, Financial Reporting Period, Change in Losses, Net
Loss.

Stock Market Fluctuation Stock Price Increase Stock Ticker, Growth Rate, Stock Price, Event time
Stock Price Decline Stock Ticker, Decline Percentage, Stock Price, Event Time.
Market Open Stock Ticker, Closing Price, Event Time, Stock Price Change.
Market Close Stock Ticker, Opening Price, Event Time, Stock Price Change.

Executive Change New Appointment Executive’s Name, Company Name after Change, Executive Position,
Position after Change, Title of Position, Event Time

Resignation Executive’s Name, Executive Position, Company of Employment, Event
Time

Business Change Corporate Financing Investor, Investee, Financing Amount, Investment Round, Event Time,
Lead Investor.

Win Bidding Winning Company, Bid Amount, Tendering Party, Bid Date, Subject of
the Bid.

Regulatory Penalty Regulatory Talk Company Name, Time of Summons, Summoning Authority.
Financial Penalty Entity Fined, Punishing Authority, Fine Amount, Event Time.
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